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California Supreme Court Expands Scope of California Documentary 
Transfer Tax  

On June 29, 2017, the California Supreme Court held that a change in ownership under California property tax law caused 
an incidence of documentary transfer tax under Section 11911 of the California Revenue and Taxation Code (the Code) 
affirming the Court of Appeal's decision in 926 N. Ardmore Ave. LLC v. County of Los Angeles.  

To summarize, previously, in most counties and cities, documentary transfer tax was only imposed when a document was 
recorded, and transfers of interests in legal entities owning real property were not subject to documentary transfer tax. In 
several counties and cities in California, the localities had enacted specific ordinances imposing documentary transfer tax 
on certain transfers of interests in legal entities owning real property. As a result of the Court’s decision, however, 
transfers of interests in legal entities owning real property in California are subject to documentary transfer tax in all 58 
counties and in hundreds of cities that impose documentary transfer taxes, regardless of whether a document is 
recorded, to the extent that such transfers constitute a change of ownership for property tax purposes. 

The case involves a partnership that was the sole member of an LLC that owned real property. The partnership triggered 
an “original coowner” change in ownership under the property tax law found in Code Section 64(d). Transfers of this type, 
not directly involving conveyances of underlying real property, had historically not been subject to documentary transfer 
tax. Under the plain language and historical interpretation of the documentary transfer tax, this transfer did not cause an 
incidence of transfer tax. Under a practice instituted in 2010 in Los Angeles County, the County nevertheless sought 
transfer tax for these types of transfers by sending taxpayers notices of amounts due. From 2010 to present, however, 
the County did not seek to collect those amounts if they were not voluntarily paid. 

In this case, the taxpayer in 926 N. Ardmore paid the documentary transfer tax and then claimed a refund. In its claim and 
in the courts below, the taxpayer argued that the documentary transfer tax applied only in two instances: (1) if there was 
a written instrument that transferred ownership of real property (see 11911 of the Code); or (2) if a partnership that 
directly owned real property terminated under IRC Section 708 (see 11925 of the Code). Both the District Court of Appeal 
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and the Supreme Court’s 926 N. Ardmore decision only dealt with the first issue. 

Los Angeles County argued that a documentary transfer tax was triggered if a transaction constitutes a “change in 
ownership” under property tax law. The county, along with many amici curiae representing other local government 
agencies, argued that this reading of section 11911 of the Code was consistent with other California Court of Appeal 
decisions which have held that defining the term “realty sold” in the Documentary Transfer Tax sections of the Code had 
essentially the same meaning as “change in ownership of real property” in the Property Tax portion of the Code.  

Both the trial court and the Court of Appeal agreed with the county and upheld the assessment of the tax. On appeal to 
the California Supreme Court, the taxpayer argued that the documentary transfer tax laws should not be read together 
with the property tax statutes because they were in separate divisions of the Code and had different goals, histories, and 
functions. Numerous briefs by amici curiae were filed on both sides of the issue. 

After determining that the case was “one of statutory interpretation,” the California Supreme Court recognized that the 
text of the code section levying the documentary transfer tax, Section 11911 of the Code, “provides no clear answers.”  
The court then looked at the section in context with the other provisions of the California Transfer Tax Act to resolve the 
ambiguity. The court found that Section 11925 “creates a conditional exemption from the documentary transfer tax for 
realty held by specified entities when interests in those entities are transferred. Its inclusion indicates the underlying 
scheme is one in which the transfer of an interest in a legal entity might otherwise result in a tax liability.”  The court 
concluded that “the critical factor in determining whether the documentary transfer tax may be imposed is whether there 
was a sale that resulted in a transfer of beneficial ownership of real property.”  And the court determined that Section 60 
et seq. of the Code serves the same purpose.  

In a strong, but lone dissent, Justice Leondra Kruger stated that the effect of the majority’s decision was to “sweep into 
the DTTA’s compass a considerable swath of entity interest transfers that bear little or no resemblance to ordinary sales 
of real property.” Justice Kruger also noted that the majority was expanding the taxation of “ventures well beyond the 
statute’s language and historical practice,” stating that she “would leave it to the Legislature to determine the 
circumstances under which an entity interest transfer should result in a deemed sale of the entity’s real estate, and how 
to calculate the tax due in those circumstances.” 
 
This decision surprised many practitioners in California, particularly those who generally agree with the dissent. 
Nevertheless, it is now the law of California.  

Some localities already impose the documentary transfer tax in connection with the transfer of ownership interests in a 
legal entity that result in a transfer of beneficial interest in real property under California property tax law.  This decision 
will surely expand the ranks of cities and counties applying the documentary transfer tax to entity interest transfers that 
constitute property tax changes in ownership. Taxpayers should review their transactions carefully and consult with 
counsel in light of this decision. Below are some basic FAQs:  

(1) Is the decision retroactive? Nothing in the decision directly notes whether it is retroactive or prospective. 
Rather, it appears to interpret the law as of 2009, when the facts underlying the decision occurred. We believe, 
therefore, that it is likely that some localities will attempt to retroactively collect tax for past transactions. 
 
(2) How far back can the counties/cities go? Generally the statute of limitations is 3 years from when the tax 
became delinquent under Code of Civil Procedure 338(a). This may vary, however, in some localities, for example, 
if they have specified different specific statutes of limitations. 
 
(3) Will penalties and interest apply? Most localities do not impose penalties or interest for late payment of 
transfer taxes, but some do.  
 
(4) If I received a demand for DTT months or years ago, do I have to comply now?  This is a fact-specific question 
that must be determined based upon the time that has passed since the demand and the application of local law. 
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(5) How will “value” be determined for purpose of calculating the tax?  Code Section 11935 provides that an 
ordinance enacted pursuant to state law may include an administrative appeal process or that the amount may 
be decided under state law. Some charter cities may have other procedures. 

 
There are numerous other unanswered issues that will arise as a result of this decision. Greenberg Traurig’s state and 
local tax lawyers are available to discuss how to handle past transactions, current transactions or how to defend any 
notice of bill imposing the documentary transfer tax from a locality that you may have received. 

This GT Alert was prepared by Bradley R. Marsh, William H. Gorrod, Cris K. O’Neall, and C. Stephen Davis. Questions 
about this information can be directed to:  
 

> Bradley R. Marsh | +1 415.655.1252 | marshb@gtlaw.com  
> William H. Gorrod | +1 415.655.1313 | gorrodw@gtlaw.com  
> Cris K. O’Neall | +1 949.732.6610 | oneallc@gtlaw.com  
> C. Stephen Davis | +1 949.732.6527 | daviscs@gtlaw.com  
> Any other member of Greenberg Traurig’s State and Local Tax Team: 
> Andrew W. Bodeau | +1 310.586.7757 | bodeaua@contract.gtlaw.com  
> Mitchell F. Brecher | +1 202.331.3152 | brecherm@gtlaw.com  
> Lawrence H. Brenman | +1 312.456.8437 | brenmanl@gtlaw.com  
> Burt Bruton | +1 305.579.0593 | brutonb@gtlaw.com  
> David Dalton | + 1 415.655.1297 | daltond@gtlaw.com  
> Alan T. Dimond | +1 305.579.0770 | dimonda@gtlaw.com  
> G. Michelle Ferreira | +1 415.655.1305 | ferreiram@gtlaw.com  
> Scott E. Fink | +1 212.801.6955 | finks@gtlaw.com  
> Colin W. Fraser | +1 949.732.6663 | frasercw@gtlaw.com  
> Courtney A. Hopley | +1 415.655.1314 | hopleyc@gtlaw.com  
> Barbara T. Kaplan | +1 212.801.9250 | kaplanb@gtlaw.com  
> Marvin A. Kirsner | +1 561.955.7630 | kirsnerm@gtlaw.com 
> Norman H. Lane | +1 310.586.6539 | lanen@gtlaw.com 
> James O. Lang | +1 813.318.5731 | langjim@gtlaw.com  
> Ivy J. Lapides | +1 212.801.9208 | lapidesi@gtlaw.com  
> Jonathan P. Leleu | +1 702.599.8070 | leleuj@gtlaw.com  
> Jonathan I. Lessner | +1 302.661.7363 | lessnerj@gtlaw.com  
> Joel D. Maser | +1 954.765.0500 | maserj@gtlaw.com  
> Richard J. Melnick | +1 703.903.7505 | melnickr@gtlaw.com  
> Marc J. Musyl | +1 303.572.6585 | musylm@gtlaw.com  
> Glenn Newman | +1 212.801.3190 | newmang@gtlaw.com 
> Neil Oberfeld | +1 303.685.7414 | oberfeldn@gtlaw.com  
> James P. Redding |+1 617.310.6061 | reddingj@gtlaw.com   
> Benjamin L. Reiss | +1 305.579.0547 | reissb@gtlaw.com  
> Andrew P. Rubin | +1 303.572.6552 | rubina@gtlaw.com  
> Thomas L. Sheehy˘ | +1 916.442.1111 | sheehyt@gtlaw.com  
> Charles A. Simmons | +1 813.318.5747 | simmonsc@gtlaw.com  
> Labry Welty  | +1 214.665.3638 | weltyl@gtlaw.com  
> Or your Greenberg Traurig attorney 

˘ Not admitted to the practice of law 
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